Sentinel node detection in melanomas using contrast-enhanced ultrasound.
Sentinel node (SN) biopsy has proven to be a useful clinical method based on the combination of radionuclide tracer principles and the dye technique. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) has been used successfully for detection of SN in animals, but the use of CEUS has not been reported in humans. To investigate the possible use of CEUS in detecting SN in patients with malignant melanomas (MM), and to improve the method by using different concentrations of contrast agent and various positions of the extremity. Ten patients with MM on an extremity and one healthy volunteer were included. One milliliter of a contrast agent (Sonovue; Bracco, Milan, Italy) was injected subcutaneously on both sides of the scar from the excised tumor. Contrast-enhanced lymph channels and lymph nodes (LNs) were searched for using low-mechanical-index CEUS and by stimulated acoustic emission. Afterward, lymphoscintigraphy was performed and the patient operated. During surgery, the SNs were located via scintigraphic findings, gamma-probe signals, and blue-dye visualization of lymph channels and LNs. Before the human study, a study of 10 mice was performed to exclude possible tissue damage, as the contrast agent was not registered for subcutaneous administration. In one patient, two contrast-enhanced inguinal LNs were visualized by CEUS, corresponding to two inguinal SNs found by scintigraphic imaging. No contrast-enhanced lymph channels or LNs were visualized in any other patients or in the volunteer. No tissue damage was observed in the 10 mice. This study does not support the use of CEUS for detection of SNs in humans. However, the application of CEUS for the investigation of SNs is still not fully explored in humans, and an alternative setup and/or contrast agent might provide better results.